
 
 

A differential diagnosis occurs when your symptoms match more than one condition and additional 

tests are necessary before making an accurate diagnosis. Tests will narrow down potential conditions 

on your healthcare provider's differential diagnosis list. 
 

Types of medical diagnosis are: 

 Provisional: Based on physical exam and clinical findings. 

 Histopathological: Done by a pathologist after examining sample tissue under a microscope. 

 Final: Done based on provisional diagnosis and investigations. 
 

The Why: Avoiding Missed Pieces 

Many mental health conditions share overlapping symptoms. Fatigue, for example, can be a sign of 

depression, anemia, or even thyroid problems. Differential diagnosis ensures a thorough exploration to 

avoid: 

 Misdiagnosis: The wrong diagnosis can lead to inappropriate treatment, potentially worsening the 

condition. 

 Missed diagnosis: Underlying issues might go unnoticed, delaying proper intervention. 

 

Differential Diagnosis Example  

     

Different health conditions often cause similar symptoms. For example, fatigue is a symptom that can 

be caused by anemia, depression, heart disease, thyroid disease, sleep disorders, and many other 

conditions. If you have fatigue or other symptoms that are linked to many conditions, your provider has 

to figure out which condition you have so that you get the right treatment. 

To make a diagnosis, your provider will follow a careful step-by-step process of ruling out conditions 

that share your symptoms until it's clear which condition is most likely the cause of your illness. This 

process is called making a differential diagnosis. 

An important step in making a differential diagnosis is to make a list of all the possible conditions that 

you might have. This is your differential diagnosis list. Your provider will base your list on your 

specific: 

 Symptoms 

 Medical history 

 Family health history 

 Test results 

A list of possible conditions helps your provider decide which tests will help confirm or rule out the 

conditions that could be causing your symptoms. Your test results help narrow your differential 

diagnosis list until it's clear which condition you have. This is your final diagnosis. 

The process of making a differential diagnosis may take time, but it helps make sure your provider 

doesn't miss a possible cause of your symptoms. That means your final diagnosis is more likely to be 

accurate and you'll get the right treatment. 

Differential Diagnosis  

 



The Detective Work Begins: Steps in Differential Diagnosis 

1. Considering All Angles: The professional starts by gathering information about the person's 

symptoms, duration, severity, and impact on daily life. They also delve into medical history, substance 

use, and potential stressors. 

2. Ruling Out Medical Conditions: Sometimes, physical health issues can mimic mental health 

symptoms. So, medical conditions are ruled out first through tests or consultations with physicians. 

3. Substance Induced Disorders: Substance abuse or withdrawal can cause mental health problems. This 

possibility is also explored. 

4. The Prime Suspects: Based on the information gathered, the professional creates a list of potential 

mental health diagnoses. This could include anxiety disorders, mood disorders, personality disorders, 

or even trauma-related conditions. 

5. Sifting Through Evidence: Each potential diagnosis is then examined in detail. The professional 

compares the person's symptoms against the specific criteria outlined in diagnostic manuals like the 

DSM-5. 

6. The Final Verdict: After careful consideration, the most likely diagnosis is reached. This might be a 

single diagnosis or sometimes, co-occurring conditions. 

 
Remember, It's a Collaborative Effort: 

Throughout the process, the mental health professional works closely with the individual to 
understand their experiences. Open communication and honesty are key to reaching an accurate 
diagnosis. 

Benefits of Differential Diagnosis 
 Accurate Treatment: The right diagnosis leads to the most effective treatment plan, promoting faster 

recovery. 

 Reduced Treatment Time: By avoiding misdiagnosis, unnecessary treatment attempts are minimized. 

 Improved Quality of Life: An accurate diagnosis empowers individuals to manage their condition and 

live fulfilling lives. 

 

Limitations 
 Subjectivity: Mental health diagnoses often rely on a patient's self-reported experiences, which can be 

subjective. 

 Co-morbidity: People can have multiple co-occurring mental health conditions, making differential 

diagnosis more complex. 

 

Important to Remember 

 Differential diagnosis is a complex process best handled by a qualified mental health 

professional. 
 It's an ongoing process. As new information emerges, the initial diagnosis might be revised. 

 There's no single "right" answer. Sometimes, co-occurring conditions might be present. 

The Takeaway                                                                                                                                
Psychological differential diagnosis is a vital tool for ensuring accurate mental health diagnoses. By 

carefully considering all possibilities, clinicians pave the way for effective treatment and empower 

individuals on their journey to recovery.      

 


